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2d March, relative Is the question of Savoy aad Nice. 
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tained ia the daepatthis of M. Thouvenel, aad declares 
himself far fro* believing that the aggrandisement 
of Sardinia could ever constitute a danger to France, 
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presidency, and descriptions of tiivir prt tmitenl qualiieu- 
lions for the duties and responsibilities ol the position.
This ia specially true of the Republican department.
Seward. Chare,*Ca»ervn, Dayton. Lincoln and Bates, 
seem the Mont prominent just now. The Pennsylvania 
< ‘«invention, for the nomination of delegates to the Chicago 
Convention, went strongly for Csmeron^ Tl.e Republican 
press of Illinois, support Linonlo with much seal- bo far 
as dur exchanges show. Bates has aura friends away from 
home titan any man in the nation, and no one ia more 
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With the Democrats less is said. Strong opposition is 
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The New Brunswick legislature has voted the sunt 
\ of £500 for the services of a practical Geologist, to 
ic|*ort ou the mineral mourow of the Province.
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